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During my work as a teacher in several schools in the district, I have noticed that the love
and civic responsibility stands out and brings commitment to move the generations
forward and to give them the example of a free man with high integrity and boundless love
for his country. Some key moments that have made a big turn in the individual citizen
report is the participation in the 35th European School conference, for virtual laboratories
on the Go-Lab platform. This knowledge has been evaluated and introduced as a separate
part in the school curriculum of scientific subjects for Pre-University Education.

Dear reader,

We are pleased to open this 15th and last newsletter for 2023

with an article by Silva Sufali, a teacher at the 9-year cycle

Pajovë School in the city of Peqin. Below you will read the

article prepared by Silva, who expressed her thoughts and

introduced us to her experience.

The visit to the fortress of Shkodra, as well as the exchange with the youth of Kurbini, gave an
opportunity for cooperation, reconciliation of ideas, connection of communication bridges for
other initiatives that will follow in the future. The engagement of young people and the
participation of the citizens of Peqin in the awareness march and the demands in terms of
infrastructure, made it possible for these young people to successfully carry out their initiatives.
This project trained the youth of Peqin Municipality and provided them with in-depth
knowledge regarding civic engagement, democratic movements and raising their voice in
different ways.
For me, as a teacher of many years and part of civil society, such projects are of great value, as
they help young people to be more active and responsible for the actions they undertake in
their daily lives. After the realization of this project, the young participants feel more motivated
and have more information and knowledge.

Throughout the year 2023, being part of
the Peqin Municipality Local Coordinator
in the Rin'Akt Project in cooperation with
Albanian Skills has been of particular
importance for my activations.

Part of this project was the Rin'Akt
Academy, which was implemented over
three days in the city of Peqin, where our
collaborators made its stages more
beautiful and attractive.

Hello dear readers, my name is Silva Sufali
Cani. Born and raised in a small town, but
with a big history, on 10.06.1987, Peqin.

I completed my initial studies in my
hometown to continue further in one of the
best universities in the country, known as
"Aleksandër Xhuvani" Elbasan University.

To the many passions and activism in society
and social life, in-depth studies in the branch
of Mathematics were added, attending all
educational levels and graduating in the
Master of Science in "Applied Mathematics".
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The RIN'AKT project presents a motivation plot for a new group of young people to create a future of personal growth and well-

being. Through innovative ideas and concrete objectives, they aim to create an impact, thus giving positives to the environment..

The young people active in this project are from two different cities: Kurbini and Peqin. These young people started their journey

on August 2023, where they first underwent three-day training in their city. During the period August-October 2023, the

working groups, worked for the realization of possible initiatives, realizing different work plans and concrete steps.

On October 29, 2023, during a Youth Exchange in Shkodër, the youth of both cities worked together with the "Arka" Youth

Center to finalize their draft plans regarding the initiatives and drew up the plan of charges to implement them on the following

days. This meeting also served for joint sharing, further consultation and consolidation of the bases for the continuation of

activities.
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This day started with a visit to the fortress of Shkodra and continued with an intensive group work. From 10:00 to 13:30, an
initial meeting was held, dedicated to the planning of the work activities, and then the participants were grouped by cities to
work on their initiatives.
The two initiatives with which the young people of Kurbini worked with dedication on, are the improvement of road signals,
with the aim of increasing road safety and preventing bullying in schools and other environments.
Meanwhile, the Peqin group worked on initiatives related to anti-deforestation awareness in the Pine Forest of Peqin, keeping
the city's common public areas clean, undertaking a speech in front of the City Hall and marching to the forest to raise
awareness. and gain support from as many citizens as possible.

The strength of this project lies in solidarity. This project also aims to facilitate the coming together of young people from
different cities, to create a more pleasant environment for socialization, which can create the opportunity to help each other in
the projects they intend to carry out in a near future.
RIN'AKT contributed to a stronger, sustainable and inclusive community. This experience is not only shaping the future of these
young people, but is also contributing to the vitality and growth of the cities of Kurbin and Peqin. It stands as a beacon of hope
and inspiration for the residents of these small communities, illustrating that positive change starts little by little.

 RIN'AKT CHALLENGES MEETING - YOUTH EXCHANGE BETWEEN THE YOUTH OF
KURBIN AND PEQIN MUNICIPALITIES
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6 vocational schools participated in this competition with the following ideas:

Kamez Vocational High School - "Preserving various fruits for long periods with the method of collecting
with paper and aluminum foil."
"Charles Telford Erickson" Vocational High School - "Growing green feed for livestock."
Vocational high school "Rakip Kryeziu" Fier - "Cultivation of plants in the semi-solution hydroponic system."
Mihal Shahini School - "Without bees, there is no life." Their importance in biodiversity."
Professional School Services Korça - "Saving indigenous onion seed."
National Vocational School "Ndre Mjeda" Bushat - "Comfrey plant and its curative uses."

Near the premises of Expocity Albania, for the second year in a row, in the wake of the activities of the largest fair in the

country for agriculture, livestock and horticulture, the Competition of Professional Schools was also held, with educational

courses in agriculture, livestock and horticulture.

This competition was also supported by the National Employment & Skills Agency and AlbanianSkills.

The representative groups of these schools presented innovative and interesting ideas for investment from partner businesses
for their further implementation. The jury composed of business representatives evaluated the ideas based on 4 criteria:
innovation, sustainability, implementation and presentation of the idea.
The triumphant schools with the highest accumulated points are:

First prize: "Mihal Shahini" School
Second Prize: Vocational High School "Charles Telford Erickson"
Third prize: National Vocational School "Ndre Mjeda" Bushat

This competition is an excellent example of the potential of youth in vocational schools and clearly proves that innovation and
creativity have an important role in the development of the agriculture and livestock sector in our country.
All participants deserve gratitude for their efforts and contribution to the promotion of this sector so important for our
economy.

 COMPETITION OF PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS, WITH FOCUS IN
AGRICULTURE, ANIMAL HUSBANDRY AND HORTICULTURE 2023
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Since December 2019, the "Internationalisation of VET Systems in Western Balkans - INTERVET WB" project,
funded by the EU, has introduced the culture of mobility for learning in the education and vocational training
systems of the participating countries of the Western Balkans, developing in them models and procedures that
allowed the organization of employment abroad, through the organization of one- and three-month professional
practices and learning on the job, for more than 400 students and training for 200 teachers and leaders of
professional educational institutions. 

INTERVET WB has been a project that has left its mark on Albanian professional education in terms of student mobility.

Unfortunately, this was the last year of the project, but it paved the way for Mobility of students and teachers of vocational

education in Albania for mobilities in Western countries.

In our country, throughout the entire implementation of the project, about 100 vocational school students and participants in

various programs have gained the opportunity to do a 1-month or 3-month internship, such as: Shadow Work, Summer

Schools, Teachers' Week around 21 teacher.

Albania has been one of the countries in the Western Balkans with a high number of applications and interest from students

and teachers. This project was a real success for everyone, a success which could not have been achieved without the support of

the National Employment and Skills Agency, all the vocational school leaders, the students and teachers whom applied and their

families. A long journey full of various challenges, but when the work is done with love, the result is always successful. 

 ACTIVITIES OF THE INTERVET WB PROJECT

Albanian Skills held the final event of the project on September 22, 2023, near the premises of Europe House with the

participation of representatives from the National Agency for Employment and Skills, teachers and students participating in the

project, under the moderation of Edlira Birko from RTSH Television.

It was  emotional to see all these actors, contributors, supporters and project participants in one hall. During this event, it was

talked about the experience that teachers, students and other participating institutions have had during the implementation of

this project.
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The 4-year journey of the project was concluded at the final conference in Brussels. The conference started with a compelling
introduction to the INTERVET WB project, its results, and future developments of VET systems. The success of the
INTERVET WB project reflects an unwavering commitment to empowering VET students and teachers. This project has
made learning mobility a reality, enriching the lives of VET students and staff across the Western Balkans.
Capacity building of the AFP was the next topic of the conference. It began with an overview of how VET goes beyond
borders, highlighting its impact on employment opportunities in the Western Balkans. The presentation, led by EACEA,
made it clear that VET is not just a local project; it has global connections.
The representative from DG-EAC spoke about international activities in VET, emphasizing their impact on employability at
the national level.

At the conference, discussions revolved around ensuring project sustainability, refining delivery strategies and maintaining

quality standards. These conversations were a testament to the commitment of all parties involved.

For countries like Albania, the INTERVET WB project has opened doors to unparalleled opportunities for VET students and

teachers. This pilot project, run by professionals in 14 countries, has turned dreams into reality.

We are deeply happy for the successful completion of this project and the opening of other opportunities for vocational

education in Albania.

Below you will read an article prepared by the Office of the Delegation of the European Union Tirana based on the experience of

the student of the Tirana Technical School of Economics, Ilaria Bogdani, who spoke about her experience during her mobility in

Lyon. France and how this experience has influenced her .

Ilaria Bogdani was 18 years old when, thanks to a project supported by the EU, she would make her first trip outside Albania. “It

was a golden opportunity for me to see the world and get my first work experience in Europe,” she enthuses.

Ilaria was a third-year student at Tirana Technical Vocational School of Economics when she heard about the INTERVET

program and applied immediately. "It was the fourth and last call. I applied and won," says Ilaria, who was the winner at the top

of the list. Ilaria's destiny was to go to Lyon to develop her practice at the professional training center SEPR, one of the oldest

and largest in France.
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On September 16, 2023 to October 17, 2023, Albanian Skills hosted the third group of Italian students who completed a 1-month

internship with Albanian companies. The third group that came was composed of seven students and the group's companion.

They were hosted by the Albanian Skills staff and accommodated near the Art Hostel. Specifically, the students completed

their internships at the following companies:
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“Our work consisted of building the SEPR School website. But first, we had to conduct research on similar VET school

websites, analyze competitors, and create an Excel with all the data we collected. We then created content based on the best

values of the SEPR school and its authenticity,” she says, adding that the knowledge she gained was invaluable in

furthering her education.

This experience taught her much more: "I was most impressed by the work culture, communication, and motivation,

elements that you cannot find in work practices in Albania". She also learned to live alone, to be more independent, and to

adapt to the culture and traditions of the host country. "During our free time we visited new places like Bellecour, Sant Jean,

Fourviere, Planetarium, Parc de la Te Dor, Traboule, Jardin du Rosaire, and Teatro Galo Roman,” she added.

After returning, she has a more clear idea about her future. Returning from Lyon, she completed the fourth year of the

AFP School in Tirana and applied to University. "I was accepted in Economic Informatics and now I am a student in

Tirana.” Next year I want to apply for the Erasmus program; It doesn't matter which EU country", says Ilaria. But I will

come back. It is good to get the best education and experience in European countries and come back to build our country",

she adds.

With this article by Ilaria, we close the articles about the INTERVET WB project, a project whose impact will remain long

in everyone's memory. Endless gratitude to everyone involved in the project. 

THE EXPERIENCE OF ITALIAN STUDENTS IN THE REALIZATION OF THE INTERNSHIP NEAR THE
ALBANIAN COMPANIES.
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Serena Rustici and Diego Capoferri completed their internship at Aladdin (Shop), where they were responsible for labeling,

product pricing, and creating engaging Instagram stories and posts. Their experience at Aladdin allowed them to combine

organizational skills with their creativity, resulting in fascinating social media content. They take pride in their contribution to

the company.

Mateo Bicorgni completed the internship at Build Green Group Abania, where he was focused on creating pro-environmental

social media posts. He has actively contributed to raising awareness of environmental issues through engaging and informative

content. His experience at Build Green Group has allowed him to combine his passion for the environment with his creative

skills, ultimately making a difference in spreading eco-friendly messages through social media.

Elidon Xholi and Othman Kirane completed their internship at Albanian Skills. During their internship the boys got to use their

marketing and computer science skills. They had the opportunity to apply their expertise in promoting the organization and

using technology to improve work. Othman and Elidon found satisfaction in using their respective talents to contribute to the

success of Albanian Skills and their experience allowed them to further develop their skills in marketing and computer science.

Agnese Baccari worked at Junior Achievement of Albania and had valuable experience in organizing youth events. She

contributed to the planning and execution of various events aimed at engaging and empowering young individuals. Her work at

Junior Achievement helped her make a positive impact in the youth community and inspire other young people.

Lara Sofia worked as a receptionist at Hotel Colosseo Tirana and she really liked this job. Her role included welcoming guests,

handling check-ins and check-outs and assisting them by answering any questions or requests they might have had.  During her

time as an intern, she was very happy in the position she had, as through work she interacted with people from different

backgrounds and cultures. Working at Hotel Colosseo Tirana, Sofia has managed to develop her communication and problem-

solving skills.
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After the departure of the third group of students during the period from October 17, 2023 to November 18, 2023, we welcomed

the fourth group of Italian students who would do a 1-month internship with Albanian companies.

This group was composed of six accompanied students and Marta, the companion of the group. Students completed their

internships in the following companies:

Elena Sofia Grossi and Alex D'angelo completed their 1-month internship at Destil Creative Hub.

Chiara Lusha has performed the 1-month practice at Albanian Skills.

Arianna Sestili completed her internship partly at Timak and partly at Albanian Skills.

Angelica Musacchio completed the internship at Build Green Group Albania.

Sebastiano Paci completed his internship at Timak.

Below you will be able to read an article prepared by Chiara and Arianna where you can learn more about the experience these

students had during the 1-month internship in Albania.

Our adventure began at Ancona airport, where the whole group gathered: Alex, Sebastiano, Angelica, Arianna,

Elena, Chiara and our group leader, Marta.

On our first day in Tirana, the host organization "Albanian Skills" introduced us to the country with a typical

dinner and shared what awaited us in the following weeks. Thanks to Albanian Skills, we had the opportunity to

explore two important cities of Albania. The first was Shkodra, rich with culture in every corner, with its castle

offering a wonderful view of the landscape. The second was Kruja, where "Pazari" and its castle took us to another

era.
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During the weekends we also organized a trip to the city of Berat. Berat, located in the southern part of Albania,

is known for its UNESCO-listed old town, characterized by white houses along the mountains and a castle.

Durrës, on the Adriatic coast, boasts beaches, a seaport, and a historic Roman amphitheater, a must-see for any

tourist.

Our work experience was very formative. Chiara felt comfortable working with the Albanian Skills team,

engaging in research, meetings and activism projects. Arianna started in Timak's marketing department,

creating and publishing videos. Sebastiano helped workers in the production of vehicles at Timak, and Angelica

worked in communications and marketing at Build Green Group, a non-profit organization focused on

environmental issues. Alex and Elena worked as waiters and bartenders at Destil Creative Hub, gaining

valuable experience in language and customer interaction.

Living together in a hostel was a key aspect of our experience, fostering bonds and exposing us to people of

different ethnicities and cultures. Many international companions enriched our cultural background, creating a

unique mix of experiences and customs. Despite the initial challenges in following the rules, we learned to see

each criterion as a "lesson of respect", contributing to our personal growth.

Throughout this Erasmus trip, we explored Albania, immersed ourselves in its culture, visited new places and

learned about Albanian history through museum visits. Despite some challenges, the experience was enjoyable,

fostering independence, collaboration and personal growth. The diverse Albanian cuisine, including favorites

such as pancakes, pies and soufflés, added to our cultural richness and experience..
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The agenda included presentations, exhibitions, cultural activities and visits to partner companies, providing insights into

developing vocational education. The study visit began with an introduction to Apro Formazione's role and commitment to

excellence in vocational education. Emphasis was placed on Apro Formazione's internationalization strategy, focusing on

mobility, innovation and networking. Also, the importance of mobility, innovation and networking in enriching vocational

education was explored.

During the second day, work services were discussed, including work placements and competency analysis for the practical

preparation of students. This study tour featured cultural activities related to the International White Truffle Fair, offering an

overall view of the wealth of the region and also a city tour. TCN provided a first-hand look at the symbiotic relationship

between VET and technology, enabling participants to understand more about this aspect. Highlighting the importance of soft

and life skills in vocational education, preparing students for careers and beyond is always worthwhile, so it cannot be

overlooked on this study tour. The final point of discussion was dual system structures and practices as effective methods to

immerse students in real work environments.

Overall, this study visit to Alba, Italy, enriched the participants with innovative strategies and collaborative efforts in the

internationalization of vocational education to  bring improvements  for all parties.
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During the periods 6-11 November 2023 and 28 November-02 December 2023, study visits were held to the site of the V2V

Albania project, which started in January 2023 and is being implemented in Albania in two professional schools: Kamëz

Professional School and Hospitality-Tourism School Tirana. Albanian Skills as a partner in the project participated in the

study visits. This study visit was organized by the host organization Apro Formazione. Participating in the study visit to Alba,

Italy as representatives of Albanian Skills were: Alma, co-founder and board member of AlbanianSkills and Martin jury

member of the National Competitions in the "Hotel and Restaurant Service" category since 2017.

V2V PROJECT - ALBANIA, STUDY VISIT TO ALBA, ITALY AND LYON, FRANCE
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During the period November 28-December 2, 2023, SEPR in Lyon France was the host organization that organized the next

study visit where representatives of Albanian Skills were: Arlinda Baçi and Dorina Islami. Arlinda and Dorina are both co-

founders and board members of AlbanianSkills.

The agenda of the meeting included a  presentation of the AFP System of France, acquaintance with the system and

discussion about the system and comparison to the Albanian system; Work-based learning pedagogy, Introduction to the

environment of innovative pedagogy, Continuous training, and cooperation with companies; Quality Management;

Multimedia Library; International Department; Company visit and acquaintance with them; Feedback on the trainings

conducted and the days spent at SEPR.

These two visits were very fruitful and very cooperative and had a positive impact for all participants in the activity. Such

activities are a productive way to network and help to further develop professional education.
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 The first day was opened by the artistic  student group  of Kamëz Vocational School, who danced Albanian folk dance. After

this pleasant opening, the competitors according to the categories they had applied for: Entrepreneurship and Business

Development Competition; Cooking Competition; Graphic Design Competition; Photography Competition; Software

Development Competition; Web Development Competition; Competition for Graduates in Hotel-Tourism professional schools

made possible by the Erasmus+ Project VET TO VET ALBANIA.

The contestants of the Cooking Competition registered, got introduced to the jury and the relevant tasks, and continued their

work. During the first day, thematic panels were held;

European Year of Skills, Fair and Green Transition: Mr. Roman Boitard, Coordinator for Albania, Green Advisor, Policy

Advisory Unit, European Training Foundation (ETF), European Commission, Department General for Employment;

The EU supports the development of skills in Albania, the contribution and challenges in their implementation. Building

Erasmus+ Capacities for VET (Erasmus+ projects in Albania). Erasmus+ capacity building for young people (Erasmus+

projects in Albania): Mr. Michael Johnson, Project Manager, EU4SI, Ms. Ada Ramaj, National Coordinator, Albanian

Erasmus + Office;

Skills development and engagement of the private sector in education and professional training seen through the eyes of

young people. Ms. Aulona Hoxha, CEO, EXPOCITY Albania, Mr. Engjell Rraklli, CEO, Division 5, Mr. Athanasios Canko,

CEO, SFC Albania, Firdeus Kasaj, student at VET and Erik Havari, student at VET.

Two-day seminar: How technology and AI are changing the world of work; applications in the Hospitality Industry. Jorizon

Education Consulting (Joy Dong) & Amazing Experience Hospitality Consulting (Andy He), China Skills; How to transform

skills competitions into classroom teaching? How to use AI for training in hotel and hospitality services.

Thus ended the first day full of work, panels, discussions, enthusiastic and dedicated young people.

"FESTIVAL OF SKILLS, CAREER AND WORK" 1ST EDITION AND NATIONAL PROFESSIONAL
COMPETITIONS 8TH EDITION

"Festival of Skills, Career and Work" The first edition and the 8th National Professional Competitions were held on

December 13-15, 2023 near the premises of Expocity Albania. This activity was organized by Albanian Skills in

cooperation with Expocity Albania. Three days full of enthusiasm, emotions, energy and full of different activities

and panels.
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The second day started more calmly and the competitors started working with the respective tasks according to the

categories. The categories that competed on the second day were: Entrepreneurship and Business Development Competition;

Cooking Competition; Graphic Design Competition; Photography Competition; Software Development Competition; Web

Development Competition; Competition for Graduates in Hotel-Tourism professional schools, made possible by the Erasmus+

VET TO VET ALBANIA Project; Cooking Competition.

During the second day, these thematic panels were held;

"Economic-Financial Education" (Bank of Albania) Mr. Altin Tanku, Director of the Research Department, Mrs.

Valentina Semi, Deputy Director of the Department of Payment Systems, Accounting and Finance.;

Work practice in the shadow for teachers and leaders of vocational schools participating in Erasms+ VET 2 VET

ALBANIA, "How to train teenagers for their life skills", trainer Dr. Chiara Camia, Teacher, Career Counselor and

Conflict Mediator;

Two-day seminar: How technology and AI are changing the world of work; applications in the Hospitality Industry.

Jorizon Education Consulting (Joy Dong) & Amazing Experience Hospitality Consulting (Andy He), China Skills; How to

transform skills competitions into classroom teaching? How to use AI for training in hotel and hospitality services;

Informal and Non-Formal Vocational Training, its contribution to the labor market. Challenges and developments. Non-

Formal and Informal Vocational Training; Lifelong learning; Adult learning; Recognition of non-formal and informal

learning.

The second day ended with the announcement of the winners of the Cooking category competition for competitors aged 16-25

and the Cooking Competition for Graduates, where all competitors and the jury received a certificate of participation. Also,

according to the jury's assessment, the winners were:

Graduated Category :

Third Place : Florian Plakalli

Second Place : Klajdi Rapo

First Place : Mauriçio Begaj

General Category :

Third Place : Fabio Telushi

Second Place : Aleksandër Sogani

First Place : Enri Çuedari

The second day of the National Festival and Competitions ended with the prize awarding  and a group photo.
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The third day, being last day where the winners for the remaining categories would be announced, carried in itself the fever and

emotions of all the competitors who were competing. The competing categories were: Entrepreneurship and Business

Development Competition; Hotel and Restaurant Competition; Software Development Competition; Web Development

Competition; Graphic Design Competition; Photography Competition; Hairdresser and Barber Competition; Competitions for

Graduates in Hotel-Tourism professional schools, made possible by the Erasmus+ Project VET TO VET ALBANIA Hotel and

Restaurant Competition.

Just like the previous days, on the last day, various thematic panels were held which were:

Approach to the employment of individuals with different abilities. Sharing good practices in the country and

internationally, Mrs. Lida Kita, Senior Human Capital Development Expert - Social Inclusion, Social Inclusion Specialist,

Ministry of Health;

Presentation EQ Albania-Emotional Intelligence, what it is and how it can be improved, (Six Seconds World Network)

(Abdullah Veliu, Consultant & Trainer for Supporting Positive Change, Certified Emotional Intelligence, Assessor -

Practitioner - Brain Profiler, Six Seconds Network Leader );

Career Education and Guidance, Developments and Challenges Mrs. Gentiana Baholli, Head of the Development Unit,

Coordinator for Student Career Counseling and Orientation, Tirana Technical Economic School, Mrs. Florida Kumanaku,

(teacher) Career Orientation Coordinator, Mihal Grameno School Tirana, Mrs. Aida Shyti, Career Counselor, Aleksandër

Moisiu University, Ms. Ismail Thaçi, Career Advisor, Aleksandër Moisiu University.
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At the end of the last day, certificates and prizes for

each category were distributed:

Graphic Design category:

The first place went to Melisa Rushiti;

The second place went to Leo Meçaj;

The third place went to Erti Mema.

Web Development category:

The first place went to Denajdër Bardhi;

The second place went to Andy Malile;

The third place went to Elni Hodo.

Software Development category:

The first place went to Klajdi Merdhoçi;

The second place went to Unejsi Isufaj;

The third place went to Kristi Bushi.

Entrepreneurship and Business Category:

The first place went to the group Davans

The second place went to the group Search.ev 

 The third place went to the Adapto group

Barber category:

The first place went to Kristo Sinjari;

The second place went to Ronaldo Sinani;

The third place went to Joni Xherri.

Hairdressing category:

The first place went to Fadil Fadili;

The second place went to Lorena;

The third place went to Sofiola Bezat.

Category of Hospitality and Restaurant Service:

The first place went to Klevisa Shahllari;

The second place went to Vanesa Furriku;

The third place went to Besjan Shehi.

Photo Category:

The first place went to Aldi Hidi.



Skills, Careers and Jobs Festival 2023 -
First Edition

  8th edition of National Professional
Skills Competitions 

IN THE NEXT ISSUE
Students' experiences of learning mobility in Alba
Italy and Lyon France.
As part of the Vet to Vet Albanian project, we will have testimonies of
students from Kamëz vocational schools and Hoteleri Turizëm Tirana
participating in short-term mobility in Alba Italy and Lyon France. The
students will tell us their first experience in mobility, the challenges,
adaptations, experiences in the companies there, etc.

©AlbanianSkills 

Students from Italy--Their experiences during the stay
and professional internships in Tirana, Albania,

within the framework of Erasmus+.
During the month of February 2024, Albanian Skills will host students
from Italy who will carry out one-month professional internships with

Albanian companies.

Erasmus+ VET Projects
In the next issue of the Bulletin you will read various articles

about the activities and events that will be held within the
Erasmus + projects; Candi; -DC-Vet Albania; Vet to Vet
Capacity Building in Albania. For each of the projects,

international meetings with partners, activities with various
involved actors, are planned. 

ERASMUS+NEW PROJECTS
Starting  from January 1st 2024, the three new

ERASMUS+Projects will kick off.
INVEST, SECOND CHANCE & FAST FORWARD

You will read more about them next edition

First Edition of the Work and Career

Festival and 8th Edition of National

Competitions.
During the month of December, the first edition of

the Work and Career Festival, the first edition and

the 8th edition of the National Competitions were

held. In the next newsletter you will read articles,

testimonials of competitors and jury. They will

show their emotions and feelings and what they

experienced during this 3-day event.
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